Context
• ICT Ubiquity: link to societal way of life, i.e. need of democratic procedures and control;
• IFIP Codes go back, for most of them, before the Internet era: clauses must be updated;
• Background -Role of territorial State declining? -Heterogeneity of actors: juridical, cultural, social, economic, political,… -Short-lived content, its volatility / evanescence, -Self-regulation has many ideological "arguments" behind its promoters.
• Globalization: in search of cross-border regulation instruments;
• Internet Governance has become a real battlefield: see "World Summit on the Information Society", Geneva, December 10-12 
SIG9.2.2 questions
• Meaning of Codes of Conduct/Ethics in this context?
• Minimum requirements for being really regulating?
• How to rate and assess them? From a formal point of view, from the content point of view, from the sanctions point of view, from a democratic point of view,...? • Is it any democratic participation in the process of writing them?
• What is the process of their evaluation?
• Etc. (14) and respect for property rights (12).
SIG9.2.2 Previous Work

IFIP Codes Analysis
Production and flow of information (/31)
Flow of information to involved parties or people (23); information to the public (16); comprehensive information (14).
Attitude towards regulations (/30)
Not a major theme: respect for the code (13), respect for the law (13), and respect for it and professional standards (12).
Comments on IFIP Codes
-Statements remain fuzzy, -Not specific to the ICT profession as such, -Do not take into account the issues raised by the Internet. in a fair, consistent, transparent manner to achieve maximum buy-in from all parties, deliver maximum benefits and protect the reputations of everyone concerned. Each code adherent should designate officials within its ranks to be responsible for compliance, and train and educate field-level employees so that they can carry out their responsibilities. Industry associations, NGOs, affected parties, the general public and government agencies can all play important roles. 7. Be patient and flexible. Rigorous terms, 100 percent buy-in and full compliance may not be feasible at the outset. Rather, an incremental approach may be necessary, which involves leading by example, transition periods and phased-in commitments over time.
Recommendations by IFIP Ethics Task Force & IFIP-GA
Bertelsmann Foundation Self-Regulation of Internet Content Project, 'Toward a Model Code of Conduct on the Internet'
The Bertelsmann Foundation, Self-Regulation of Internet Content Project, 'Toward a Model Code of Conduct on the Internet', prepared by PRICE, M. E., and VERHULST, St. G., http://www.bertelsmann-stiftung.de/internetcontent/english/content/c4000.htm (access no more available, but reference at http://www.bertelsmann-stiftung.de/de/3931.jsp). Available here: http://www.info.fundp.ac.be/~jbl/IFIP/Bertelsmann.pdf
